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Preliminary remark

 The opinions expressed in this presentation do not reflect EBA position on

compression.

 The discussant supports both the theoretical and empirical work done on

Compression.
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Efficiency analysis 

 efficiency analysis

• The efficiency analysis evaluates the maximum theoretical level of notional that a compression
operation can eliminate -> Theoretical base is that all the CNTPs are the same, i.e. same risk

• “higher netting opportunities arise when participants are less conservative in their original sets of
counterparties” -> Obvious

• “Nevertheless, we find that the efficiency of a conservative compression is impaired if market
participants seek to bilaterally net out their positions beforehand. This effect is dampened when
compression preferences are relaxed in the intra-dealer segment.” -> How correct is measuring
efficiency in this way? Assuming counterparties are all the same and are all available for compression

• “This so-called excess indicator, in turn, corresponds to the maximum amount of notional eligible for
compression. Importantly, our results show that an explicit modeling of the entire network of bilateral
obligations is necessary to estimate the efficiency of portfolio compression.” -> Over estimation of
efficiency if we consider all the network and considering all the subjects are the same and available
for compression;
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Efficiency analysis 

 efficiency analysis

• The paper consider four cases: Conservative, Non-Conservative, Hybrid and Bilateral Compression. ->
Theoretically these cases are fine, but in reality can we really consider the “non conservative case”?
Also Hybrid seems far-fetched. Not all the dealers are the same.

• “The results show the existence of a trade-off between the degree of portfolio conservation and the
level of efficiency.” ->Was this ever under discussion?

• Compression efficiency ranking

 Issues for discussion

• 1) Ranking comes from minimization exercise: not surprising

• 2) NC and H are even feasible? Should you consider a 5th case (more realistic), between conservative
and hybrid?

• 3) If we measure the efficiency with respect NC case,don’twe give false expectation?
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Notion of Exposure

 Exposure

• “clearing also duplicates the notional value of each obligations. The effect of central
clearing on market excess is therefore ambiguous by construction” -> Notional exposure
is not risk; CCP have PD lower than Dealers, therefore Risk and Capital requirements are
lower.

• Markets with several CCPs prevent large netting opportunities among common clearing
members. -> Competition in CCPs market is overall low (few subjects focused/specialised
on specific products)

 Issues for discussion:

• 4) Exposure is not Risk (Exp * PD)

• 5) CCPs -> increase EXP (more notional), but decrease risk (PD of CCP is low)
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Additional points

 Number of trials?
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Additional points

 More in general, Figure 3 suggests that a more coordinated and collective action for compression provides

more efficiency. Henceforth, regulatory incentives would be more effective when favoring multilateral over
bilateral compression. However, under EMIR, while there is no explicit distinction, the condition is set at the
bilateral level (i.e., 500 bilateral contracts with the same counterparty), which may encourage bilateral
compression. In contrast, measures based on notional approaches such as net-to-gross ratios would
potentially improve incentives to compress aswell as the efficiency of themultilateral exercises.

 Very interesting observation. Care to elaborate?
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